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The transmt&on-line matrix (TLM) method, introduced by P. B. Johns more than two decades ago, is today 
commonly used for the numerical simulation of wave propagation and transport phenomena. with increasing 
evidence the method involves a rich potentiality of yet unknown applications. In this paper a TLM solution of 
the linearized Bloch-Mawell equations ts presented using a nonorthogonal herahedral mesh cell. Our 
approach is in fact vety general and yields solutions of finite-difference quations perturbed by a linear or 
nonlinear causal function of the fiekis. Recursive relations between the scattering operations of the perturbed 
and unperturbed TLMprocesses are derived that are largely independent of the kind of FD equations or causal 
function. A natural description of the perturbed TLM process is given in terms of recursively shifted (deflected) 
scattered quantities. Specifically the TLM solution of the coupled Bloch-Maxwell relations for gyrotropic 
matter in a “strong” static field is presented. A gyromagnetic node is detived, and the conditions for algorithm 
stability are inferred for finite spin-spin relaxation time. Numerical results are compared to experimental data at 
the example of a waveguide Y-circulator. 0 1997 by Ehevier Science Inc. 
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1. Introduction 
The numerical treatment of gyromagnetic phenomena 
usually follows beaten tracks: The linearized Bloch equa- 
tions are solved as algebraic phasor relations in the fre- 
quency domain, and the solution is substituted for mag- 
netic polarization in Faraday’s law. This leads to the 
familiar Bloch-Maxwell equations with a unisotropic com- 
plex self-adjoint permeability tensor and frequency de- 
pendence exhibiting spin resonance, magnetic loss, etc. 
Numerical solutions are obtained anew with standard fre- 
quency domain techniques such as moment, mode-match- 
ing, or finite element. The entire program has been 
carried out by prominent authors, such as Epstein,’ Har- 
rington,* and Schelkunoff.3 Particular applications are, for 
instance, treated in Refs. 4-6 and stand for an abundant 
literature along these lines. 
The equivalent time-domain approach to ferrimagnetic 
spin precession and the related treatment of the magne- 
tized stationary plasma have not yet found very much 
attention, despite the recently renewed general interest in 
time-domain methods. One reason for this interest is 
certainly the less familiar guise of the Bloch-Maxwell 
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relations as a system of integro-differential equations in 
space and time. An additional effort is rewarded by the 
known merits of a time-domain approach. Considering 
only the transmission-line matrix method,7-9 its nonlinear 
potential, the easiness for implementing boundary condi- 
tions, the virtual absence of spurious modes in the 3-D 
implementations (under physical excitations in the sense 
of Ref. 10) and the high degree of accuracy shall only be 
emphasized. 
The challenge remains not wholly unaccepted. Within 
Yee’s line of the FDTD method gyrotropic media have 
recently been treated by Hunsberger,” (cf. also Kunz and 
Luebbers.‘* In our paper a TLM solution is presented 
using a nonorthogonal hexahedral mesh cell. The propa- 
gator integral approach introduced in Ref. 13 yields nodal 
S-parameters directly from a basic set of linear finite-dif- 
ference equations. 13-15 The approach is extended here to 
a wider class of linear or nonlinear integro-differential 
equations. Given the integration process for the “trun- 
cated” linear differential part of the basic equations (e.g., 
with the time integral term omitted in the case of the 
Bloch-Maxwell relations) the TLM solution of the com- 
plete equations is computed by recursive “deflection” of 
the scattered quantities. The necessary shifts are derived 
from general relations between the two processes. Beyond 
(linear) Bloch precession and stationary plasma these kind 
of relations provide a promising tool for new algorithm 
implementation, in particular in the domain of nonlinear 
TLM processing. 
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2. Bloch’s equations in the time domain 
We start out giving in this passage a concise derivation of 
the linearized Bloch-Maxwell equations. 
Let u be a unit vector in euclidean 3-space, and let M 
represent local magnetization of a ferrimagnetic spin sys- 
tem saturized in u-direction, i.e., 
A4, =&f-u (1) 
is the saturation magnetization. Then, Bloch’s equations 
for ferrimagnetic spin precession in a magnetic field H 
require (e.g., Kittelr6) 
- = y(M x H)tr - M,,/T, dt 
where X,, := X - X,U denotes the u-transversal compo 
nent, T, denotes the transversal “spin-spin” relaxation 
time, and y denotes the gyromagnetic factor 
Y = gp.,/fi (3) 
(g the LandC factor, pB Bohr’s magneton, and h Plank’s 
constant divided by 27r). 
For a field H with “strong” static component in u-di- 
rection in the sense that H, = const and 
llH,,ll * H, llM,,ll 4 M, 
equation (2) can be linearized to 
(4) 
- = yH,(M,, X U) + yM,,(u X H) - M,,/T, 
dt (5) 
i.e., 
- = UM,, + VH 
dt (6) 
with 
- I/T, YK% -Y&U, 
u= - YKU, - I/T, Y&U, 
Y&U, -Y&U, - l/T, 
v= 
1 
(7) 
0 - YMUU, YMP, 
YMuU3 0 - YM,u, 
- YKU, YM,PI 0 1 
A special solution of the linear differential equation (6) is 
the-convolution integral 
M,, = e’“rdi? e- 8uKH(S) 
0 
(8) 
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where the exponential matrix e’” is defined as 
(9) 
Equation (8) is the only physical solution for H vanishing 
on the negative time axis, which is henceforth assumed. So 
far, Bloch’s equations provide a classical macroscopic de- 
scription of spin precession in a ferrimagnet, which a 
priori leaves out the reactive effects on the electromag- 
netic field. These are included as in the traditional treat- 
ment in the frequency domain by substituting (8) for local 
magnetization in Faraday’s law. In integral form this yields, 
with a magnetic loss current density K,H, 
and by equation (8) 
C?M 
at- 
- Ueru~feesuVH(8) d6+ L%(t) (11) 
which turns equation (10) into an integro-differential 
equation in the time variable. Clearly the complete Bloch- 
Maxwell equations include the generalized Ampere’s law 
(12) 
3. The discretized gyromagnetic current density 
The gyromagnetic current density equation (11) has to be 
discretized in harmony with the updating conditions of the 
TLM process in order to be incorporated (in Section 8 ff.) 
into a TLM solution of equations (lo)-(12). 
If port switching is synchronized, as usual, with integer 
multiples of the time step T, then the nodal magnetic field 
H”, changing its value at r/2 delay, is a step function of 
time 
(13) 
with a suitable vector sequence h, (EL E N) and ,Y,~ de- 
noting the characteristic function of interval J, = [ ~7, ( I_L 
+ l)r), X, 0) = 1 if t E .I, (0 else). 
H in gquation (ll), replaced by equation (13) and 
integrated, yields on time interval J, 
dM 
i 
r - = pru m-l if t < t, 
dt -7rJ e L if t 2 t, 
with t,,, := (m + l/2)7, 6t := t -t, and 
(14) 
r,:= 2 e(m+l-~L)“V(h,-h,_l); h_, =o 
p=o 
(15) 
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In particular, dM/dt is discontinuous-as is H”--at 
the midpoints t, of J,. Therefore to overcome any evalu- 
ation ambiguity in connection with (port) quantities evalu- 
ated at t, and to arrive at well-posed finite-difference 
equations, we consider the mean value of equation (14) 
over J, 
= ;w 7 eTu’4V(hm -h,_,) ( 1 
+w ; r,_, ( 1 (16) 
W(X) stands for X-‘sinh(X). 
This is consistent with the classical TLM conventions 
of discrete approximation: For instance an analogous 
treatment of dH”/dt on the basis of equation (13) with 
(distributional) derivative and integral yields 
=;(Hft+;)-Hft-;)) (17) 
which is the familiar central difference approximation of 
the nodal time derivative used in the finite difference 
TLM approach (cf. Refs. 11-13). 
Since W(X) = Id + 0(X2), W may be replaced in equa- 
tion (16) by the identity operator under “infinitesimal” 
operating conditions, with the spectral (Hilbert-) norm 
characterized by ll~Ull< 1 or with equation (7) 
(18) 
Then the right-handside of equation (16) is reduced to 
$eru/4V(hm -hm_l)+rm_l (19) 
For realistic field strengthens H, and relaxation time T 
conditions (equation [IS]) are in general very well satisfied 
with the stability time step r. Also the integral part of 
I,,_r, which is the left limit of equation (14) at t,, 
becomes by far dominant in equations (16) and (19) such 
that under these conditions a further replacement 
AM 
- =r,_, 
At m 
(20) 
causes no harm. Equations (16), (19) (20) led to equiva- 
lent results in all numerical computations. 
4. The discretized Faraday’s law 
For a convex hexahedral TLM cell of otherwise arbitrary 
shape Maxwell’s equations have been solved as finite 
difference equations in Ref. 15. We adopt the underlying 
discretization scheme, which for our purposes has to be 
reformulated for tensor permeability and magnetic con- 
ductivity in Faraday’s law 
- 
/ 
Eds = 
JA 
(21) 
A central difference approximate of equation (21) on 
loops aA, of port vectors pP in a TLM cell as in Figure 1 
takes the form of three voltage current relations 
up(t) = - /-LB; 1 a( l(an(t+i) -in(t--i)))*czk 
+~(KmB;‘(in(t+~)+in(t-~)))*d; 
k = 1,2,3 (22) 
Herein u[ is the loop sums of port voltages 
U[ := c (- l)[p/21 j Eh (23) 
W P’ 
where index p runs over the four port vector labels 
pertinent to the loop dA, and [xl denotes the integral 
part of x. (The enumeration scheme in Figzue 1 implies 
p - 4k = 1,3,6,8 modulo 12; also p’ is identified in 
equation (23) with th respective integration path on the 
cell surface.) 
ak at the right-hand side of equation (22) is the section 
area vector of loop dAk 
(24) 
CL--4k=1,3 mod 12; v-4k=6,8 mod 12 and is obvi- 
ously the finite substitute for the infinitesimal surface 
element dS. 
-at 
Figure 1. Parcel-twines location of port vectors in nonorthogo- 
nal hexahedral TLM cell. 
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Finally the node current vector i” = (i;),= I,*,3 is ob- 
tained by scalar multiplication of the nodal magnetic field 
H” with node vectors 
bk:= 6 #k-+ (25) 
CL’0 
i.e., computed as 
ii :=H”.bk; k = 1,2,3 (26) 
with associated port currents 
if+k := k = 1,2,3 (32) i Gl)‘/ll_PH& 
JL=o P 
Three similarly vanishing node voltages E”.ck are studied 
in the context of the generalized Ampere’s law. 
A further important consequence of the parcel-twines 
location yet pointed out in Ref. 15 is the following orthog- 
onality relation between area and node vectors 
i” is transformed by the linear operator B;’ to H” in 
canonical (x, y, z) components. More precisely: If 
{ek}k=l,2,3 denotes the used orthonormal basis of eu- 
clidean 3-space (e.g., the canonical basis of R3), then B;’ 
is the adjoint inverse of the linear operator B that maps 
ek on bk (k = 1,2,3) and one can realize B; ’ mapping 
scalar products with bk to such products with ek (cf. Ref. 
15). Hence k, K, in equation (22) act as contravariant 
tensors on 
B-Ii” =H” 
* (27) 
and it follows from equations (23) and (24) that equation 
(22) approximates Faraday’s law (equation 1211) (in the 
second order of the linear cell extension). Note that the 
time balanced mean is used in equation (22) for the 
magnetic current term to match the switching conventions 
of the TLM process (cf. equations (13) and (42) below). 
With the adjoint A, of the linear operator A that 
maps the given ON basis on the area vectors, Aek = uk 
(k = 1,2,3), and defining 
T:=A *(%+f)B;’ 
T” :=A *($-;)B;’ 
equation (22) takes the concise form 
(28) 
(29) 
&.b = & det(B)6:; k,l= 1,2,3 (33) 
In the matrix representations of A and B this is equiva- 
lent to 
(A,) = &det(B)(B-‘1 (34) 
Hence the parcel-twines convention yields a positive (defi- 
nite) operator A, B;’ if the node vector basis {bk}k,1,2,3 
has positive orientation, which is henceforth assumed. 
Also on these premises T, T - in equation (29) become 
self-adjoint operators if /* and K, are symmetric tensors. 
Ultimately the cross-product of any two port vectors 
p P, p ’ that lie in parcel-twines position on the same cell 
face, cf. Figure 2, equals the pertinent face area vector 
pPxpG+ 5 J+V* x )+?*+I =:f 
A=0 
(35) 
Like equation (33) this is seen if all occurring vectors are 
written as linear combinations of corner point vectors C, 
(cf. Figure 2). 
As a consequence, if port voltages and currents are 
defined as 
Up”:= /,p ,Eds I, == j Hds 
P” 
I, := - j Hdr 
P’ 
(36) 
5. The parcel-twines convention 
It is natural to set the port vectors between the midpoints 
of the cell edges (parcel-twines position). Then it turns out 
that the alternating sums of all port vectors crossing the 
same loop c?A, vanish for k = 1,2,3 
This gives rise to three vanishing node currents 
.Pl 1 3+k:= i (-1)‘H”.p4k-“=H”.ck=0 (31) c3 $0 =G-4 CO 
p=o Figure 2. The cell face area vector f=p X p. 
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and S := E X H denotes the Poynting vector, then in an 
homogeneous field, where the integrals turn into scalar 
products, holds that 
S*f = u,rw + V”I” (37) 
With the order of pp,p” being chosen to get the 
interior surface vector f, this is the power flow through 
that face into the cell. We agree upon definitions (36) for 
this orientation. Hence in the so fixed (U, I) representa- 
tion of port voltages and currents the bilinear form 
determines the net power flow into the cell. 
(38) 
6. The propagator approach 
From a rather general viewpoint a TLM system (C, RI) 
consists, on the (global) mesh level, of a linear connection 
map C[+, .I that separate and redistributes the reflected 
and incident port quantities between adjacent cells and 
interlaces the field excitation 
(C,v, 6 run over cells) and, locally, of a cell-dependent 
causal operator R(L.1 defined on back-running sequences 
of port voltages 
“P,,(f + 7) = R[ (u$,,(t - p7));Io] (40) 
(all objects referring here to one cell, a common index 5 
can be omitted). C and R, can explicitly be time depen- 
dent and may be defined for currents, alternatively. 
For instance, cf. Ref. 13, every condensed node (CN) 
process with scattering operator S is generated by 
R[(up,,(t - pd);=,,] = QS i (PS)‘u&,(t - /ATI 
/.L=o 
(41) 
where Q projects into the link space and P into the 
interval “stub” space (which is added to the link space in 
the sense of a direct sum of vector spaces). 
The relation to the FD equations are established by 
defining node voltages via phase shifts 
(42) 
and total quantities by a transformation in the Gauss 
plane, cf. Figure 3 
u + ji = ffuinc + a*~,,~ (43) 
t i (-R) 
Figure 3. TLM representation of fields by total and propagated 
voltages and currents. 
cr:= 1 +jy, a* is its complex conjugate, and j* = - 1, 
y > 0 the field admittance. (The complex notation here is 
only motivated by formal economy; clearly only real vari- 
ables enter the FD equations.) 
On the cell level, with z := u + ji, the updating scheme 
of the TLM process is condensed in the propagator rela- 
tions 
+ aupn,(t + 7) - w&,(t) 
= auP,,(t + T) + cr*R[b&(t - pd);=o] 
(44) 
Any excitation (u,,~)~ started at finite past and, as a 
step function of time, synchronized with the time step 7 
generates a generalized TLM process by alternate itera- 
tion of equations (39) and (40) (the two forming one 
integration cycle of length T). The associated nodal and 
total quantities are then given by equations (42) and (43). 
All this is summarized by equation (44). Note that the 
reversed transformation equation [43] applied to the (ZJ, I) 
representation of port voltages and currents, cf. equation 
(36), splits the power flow two-form u, cf. equation (38), 
into the direct difference of two quadratic forms, either 
positive definite on the linear space of incident or re- 
flected voltages 
aw, I) =yq’,, -yU$ (45) 
in obvious harmony with the physical interpretations. 
In the present context it is important that every such 
positive form is canonically related (by “polarization,” 
e.g., Ref. 17, chap. 3) to a scalar product. Hence a natural 
orthogonal structure exists on the two spaces of incident 
and reflected voltages, and the perpendicular projection 
into any subspace of these is a meaningful concept. 
This structure is transferred to the propagated quanti- 
ties in any other representation by the defining transfor- 
mations, e.g., equations (23) and (32) with equation (36). 
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7. The S-matrix of Maxwell’s equations 
Let, specifically, QH and PH denote the projectors into 
the incident and reflected quantities associated via equa- 
tion (23) with Faraday’s law (equations [22] and [29]) and 
into a pertinent stub space. (Identical symbols can be 
used, without misunderstanding, on the incident and re- 
flected sides.) Then the following blocks can be split off in 
the nodal S-matrix 
S, = tQH + PH)StQH + PH) 
= QHSQH + QHSP, + PHSQH + PHSPH 
e---- 
KH LH MH NH (46) 
A freedom of normalization in the stub space permits 
fixing in the matrix representation 
L*,L, = PH (47) 
cf. Ref. 15. K Hp.. . , NH are computed along the guiding 
lines of the propagator approach by starting the process 
(equations 1411 and 1441) with a Dirac-pulse 
up,,(t) = 
QHx if t E 10,~) 
0 else 
(48) 
and then substituting up, i” in equation (29) by the total 
scattering response u = Re(z), i = Jm(z), cf. equation (44). 
On time intervals J, = [mr,(m + l)~), m E N, this leads 
to operator identities in KH,. . . , NH, which are indepen- 
dent for m = 0,l and m 2 2. They are solved, parallel to 
the treatment in Ref. 15 for the generalized Ampere’s law, 
with T, T - defined in equations (28), by 
K,= +QH+QH 
MH== -+L; Id-+T-lTe T-‘Q, (49) 
( I 
NH= -LL :T-’ + T-‘T- L H 
and L, can be chosen in harmony with equation (47). 
(Any particular choice determines, in a sense, only a 
coordinate system in the stub space.) 
Algorithm stability requires the Hilbert norm of NH to 
be bounded by 1. This confines the stability domain of the 
time step T. 
The same analysis for the generalized Ampere’s law, 
with parallel objects marked by subscript E, provides 
S-matrix blocks S, = KE + *+I +NE, 
K,=yT,-QE-Q, 
ME=yL*,(Id-yTi’-T,-‘T,“)T,-‘Q, 
NE= -L*,(yT,-‘+ TilT;)LE 
(50) 
where it is prearranged that L%LE = PE (TE,TE” are 
defined as in equation (28) with p, K, replaced by E, K~). 
Ultimately, equations (31) and three similar equations 
for vanishing node voltages require open and short-cir- 
cuited total reflection on the pertaining voltage channels. 
Hence the S-matrix is reduced there to the positive and 
negative identity, respectively. 
As in Ref. 15, Section 6, it is shown that for vanishing 
conductivities K,, K, the S-matrix built up of blocks 
SH, S, (equations [49] and [50])and +Zd as above con- 
serves energy if E, p are symmetrical tensors. 
The presence of any nonvanishing S-matrix elements 
outside these blocks would imply, e.g., 
QH’SQH+O (51) 
or similar coupling between orthogonal components. Due 
to the definiteness of CT on incident and reflected volt- 
ages, equation (45) this is easily set into conflict with 
energy conservation under a suitable Dirac-pulse, e.g., 
equation (48). Hence the S-matrix built up of these blocks 
is complete. 
8. The coupled Bloch-Faraday equations 
According to equation (10) the discretized gyromagnetic 
field equations are obtained by adding to the right-hand 
side of Faraday’s law (equations 1221 and [29]) the gyro- 
magnetic currents through areas A,. With density (equa- 
tion [16]) these are already step functions of time and 
constant on J, = [mT,(m + 1)~) where they are given by 
AM 
ui = pOx *ak; k = 1,2,3 
m 
(in voltage dimensions). 
Reordering the sum in equation (1.5) leads to 
with operator coefficients 
if CL=0 
-1d)V if IL>0 
Also, with equation (27), equation (13) holds on .T,,, 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
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This substituted in equation (52) via (53), equation (16) 
leads to the m-independent form 
ug=A,XB;‘(i”(t+i) -i’(l-f)) 
+ c A,Yy,B;‘i” (56) 
cl=0 
where X, Y are Fo-times the factors of h, -II,_ 1 and 
r,,,_r, respectively, in equation (16) (or in any of the 
simplified expressions [19] and [20]) valid for T < ]]U]]-‘, cf. 
equation (18)). 
Equation (56) added to the right-hand side of equation 
(29) gives the discretized version of equation (lo), viz. the 
FD TLM equation 
T,:=A, 
T,“:=A, 
(57) 
(58) 
the causal operator G[.] being defined by the series in 
equation (56). 
The “truncated” equation obtained from equation (57) 
by omitting G is of the same type as equation (29) if Jo in 
equation (28) is replaced by p + TX. Thus it is solved in a 
CN process (equation 1411) with T, T - in S-matrix blocks 
(equation [49]) replaced by T, and T,” respectively. From 
this “truncated process” the solution of the complete 
equation (57) for identical Cauchy data (i.e., the same 
connection map and excitation) is derived by recursive 
shifts of the reflected quantities. 
The following general theorem provides the details of 
the “deflection” operations. 
9. The deflection lemma 
In this section we derive relations between TLM processes 
in terms of causal operators F and G. The latter are, 
hence, defined on back-running sequences of total quanti- 
ties z = u + ji (in the notation of Section 6), in particular 
F is R-linear of the form 
F[Mt - ILd);=o] = IE rp,z(t - CLT) (59) 
u=o 
and G can be non-linear. Also, F (i.e., q), G and another 
R-linear operator h(z) can be explicit step functions of 
time (these options are not made use of in the context of 
Bloch’s equations). 
9. I Proposition 
Let any TLM system (C, RI generate solutions of 
(60) 
for all excitations matching the time step. 
Then a system (C, R-1 with the same connection map 
C generates solutions of 
if and only if a real valued operator D(t) exists, satisfying 
Lm[(P(t-;-P?)),_,l 
=R- [(i&O - pd);zo] 
- R[(tP,,(t - pd);=,,] (62) 
and recursively 
qYo(t + T)cy*D(t + 7) [(+++)),_j z 
(63) 
That is the solution of equation (61) is a recursively 
deflected linear process in the sense made precise. 
Despite its slightly deterring aspect equation (63) pro- 
vides handy recursion formulas in interesting cases. Be- 
fore developing this at the example of Bloch’s equations 
the proof of the proposition is sketched. Let, in any cell, 
the two processes R, R- be run with identical incident 
voltages u&,(t) = i;&(t), started at t = 0. At t = m7, z -* 
at the left-hand side of equation (61) is substituted as 
ZJ’(mT) = a ubcl + (Y*R-(~-~ 
= a uLclr + Q*RI~--~ + CY*DI~--~ 
= zp(m7) + a*DI,- 7 (64) 
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and Z” within F at the right-hand side of equation (61) is 
replaced by 
f” mr+ - - ~7 = ~ru~,,l~_~,+ (Y*R”I,_~~ 
( 
7 
2 1 
=z n mr+i-pT +a*DLp7 
( ) 
(65) 
By equation (60) and the linearity of A and F, AzJ’ in 
equation (61) then cancels with all arguments z”(mT+ 
r/2 - ~7) in F[z”(mT+ 7/2) + a*D,. . .] at the right- 
hand side of equation (61). The remaining terms and 
expansion (equation [601) constitute equation (63) on time 
interval J,. 
The integration of equation (57) by means of the 
lemma is now easy. With settlements 
A = Re(z) = u 
i.e., (p. = T,Zm(z), ‘pl = T,“Zm(z) 
and cutting short 
equation (63) reads 
-yT,d(t + 7) = (Id +yT,“)d(t) -g(t + 7) 
Since TX is invertible this leads to the recursion 
d(t+~)= - 1T,-‘+T;‘T,- 
i Y 
+ 1T,-‘g(t + 7) 
Y 
10. Numerical applications 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
The recurrence relations (equations [54] and [69]) can be 
assembled in a computer code as the updating instructions 
for a gyromagnetic cell 
u,P,,(~ + 7) = R[(up,,(t - /L~));=~] + d(t) 
d(t+7)= - ~T;‘+T;‘T; d(t) 
( 1 
ST,-‘g(t + 7) -+ +T;;‘A.YeTu(Wz” +m(t)) 
m(t + 7) = (e’” - Id)Vh- +eTum(t) 
(70) 
vision lo 
with h- = l/y,” standing for h” = B; ‘(u;,(t) - u&(t 
+ 1)). 
Figure 4. Y-circulator in waveguide R70 with yttrium garmet 
G-l 13 (length in millimeters). 
R embraces the reflection operations of the associated 
“truncated” CN algorithm, cf. Section 8, i.e., essentially 
those of ordinary Maxwell’s equations. Compared to the 
latter, two additional vectors have to be actualized per 
iteration in the gyromagnetic cell. Also, quite convincing, 
the deflection vector enters formally as a stub degree of 
freedom associated with the gyromagnetic current g, cf. 
equation (49). Stability requires the updated quantities to 
die down for vanishing incident voltages. Substituting h - 
in equation (70) leads to equations of the form 
d(t + 7) = l/Id(t) + x m(t) 
+ terms independent of d, m 
m(t + 7) = p d(t) + u m(t) 
+ terms independent of d, m 
(71) 
For a stable truncated process the Cd, m)-independent 
terms fade away and a sufficient condition for the stability 
of the deflected process is the spectral norm of the matrix 
composed of I,!I, x, p, (T being bounded by 1. With finite 
spin-spin relaxation time holds, e.g., 
Ilull = IleTulI <1 (72) 
The complete conditions provide bounds for the time step. 
The gyromagnetic node has been implemented in C 
code. We close with displaying in Figure 5 some numerical 
results in comparison to measurements for a waveguide 
Y-circulator, Figure 4. 
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Figure 5. Isolation of the Y-circulator (port 3 compared to port 2, TElO mode excited on port 1). h=2.0 mm; --, measured; A, theory, 
h=2.7 mm; -, measured; 0, theory. 
11. Conclusions 
General recurrence relations between TLM processes, 
such as those studied in this paper, offer a new field of 
investigation. They draw the attention to still unknown 
applications of the TLM method. Variants of the deflec- 
tion lemma should, for instance, apply to differential 
equations of higher order and to coupled equations of 
quite distinct types. 
Regarding Bloch’s equations it is well known that they 
do not account for all macroscopic spin phenomena in 
solid state, neither in the frequency nor in the time 
domain (cf. Ref. 16, chap. 17). Refined versions have been 
proposed that might be included into the above formal- 
ism. For instance Ref. 18 introduces the Weiss molecular 
field to cover parts of the spin-wave phenomena. 
Our analysis remains incomplete in these and many 
directions and can only be a new starting point for further 
study. 
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